F.No.4 (02)/DSSSB/CC-IV/2021/231-238

Dated: 20:09.2

REJECTION NOTICE NO= 18
_

_

_

_

`

________

VETERINARY LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR, POST CODE-04/20 I
;

In ANIMAL HUSBANDRY UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT.

;

On scrutiny as per the provisions of the statutory Recruitment Rules for the post of
Veterinary Livestock Inspector in Animal Husbandry Unit of Development Department under

post code 04/20 and the terms and conditions of the advertisement, the tandidature of the
following candidates in respect of the above mentioned post code is rejected for the
reason/remarks mentioned against each roll number:+

S. NO.

111000200018

111600200080

2

4I

5

6

Not submitted proof of completion of degree course and
one year experience in relevant field

1I

3

REMARKS

TIER-I ROLL NO.

Not having one year experience in relevant.field after
passing the Diploma

111200200197

Not uploaded e-Dossier.

111200200189

Not uploaded e-Dossier.

111200200129

EWS Certificate is not valid for 2019-20.

111200200170

Not uploaded e-Dossier.

111400200280

Nothaving oneyearexperience in relevantfield after

i

passing the Diploma

ii

7
111600200236

I Applied under OBC (Delhi) Category but caste certificate

found to be issued by Other State and hence notqualifiedunderOBC(D)category

8
111400200279

fopup[:e:ou:::srs::dcj:e:::,eF:tt:::rayn:u:ecnacs:en::rt,ficaTqualifiedunderOBC(D)category('

9
111000200098

Applied under OBC (Delhi) Category but ceste certificate ):°uua|,:,:::::Sesru::cb{D°)t::tre:toartyeandhencenotI

111600200233

Applied under OBC (Delhi) Category but caste certificate

10

found to be issued by other state and hence not

11

,

i1

qualified under OBC (D) category

111200200068

12
111100200003

13

Not having one year experience in relevant field after
passing the Diploma

,

Not having one yearexperience in relevant.field after

,

passing the Diploma

111600200108

14
15

i

Not having one year experience in relevant field:after
passing the Diploma

111000200001

i

Disability is below benchmark of40 0/o

I1i_J

While every care has been taken in preparing the above, DSSSB reserves the right to

rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any stage.

i_sC_

This issue with the prior approval of the Competent Authority, DSSSB.
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